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T

he team at Wambolt & Associates gathered in December to celebrate the holiday season. The evening was full of fun, laughter and great food! In place of
our traditional gift exchange, we decided to do something different this year. Each
team member drew a name and strategically purchased a toy that reminded them
of that colleague. At the holiday party, each team member unwrapped a toy that
would be donated to a local organization that provides gifts for children who would
go without on Christmas day. It brought us joy knowing that we made a difference
during the holiday season. We hope your holiday season was filled with joy as well!

Wambolt & Associates is a Registered Investment Adviser. This brochure is solely for informational purposes. Advisory
services are only offered to clients or prospective clients where Wambolt & Associates and its representatives are properly
licensed or exempt from licensure. Past performance is no guarantee of future returns. Investing involves risk and possible
loss of principal capital. No advice may be rendered by Wambolt & Associates unless a client service agreement is in place.

O

f the many questions asked by anglers, the most important question is rarely
voiced. We routinely ask “What are they biting on?” - “Have you fished that
pool?” or “How was your time on the river?” I would propose that instead of asking
what, when, where or how, focus on the why. The why is the most essential question we will ask as anglers. Why do you fish? When asked this question, most of
us would say that time on the water is about family, it’s about adventure, it’s about
community, and it’s about a hope that the next cast will bring the rise of a trout and
the burst of adrenalin that will sustain us through all of the conference calls and
board meetings until we can return to the river.
Continue reading inside...
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Tujenga Pamoja - “We Build it Together”
Peter Stitcher - Ascent Fly Fishing

I

t has been the pleasure to myself and the team at Ascent Fly Fishing to write
articles and provide flies for Wambolt & Associate’s Fly of the Month members
for more than 5 years. Our purpose and driving passion has always been to open up
the sport of fly fishing and the joys that are waiting for everyone on the water. It is
our hope that the content we write and the flies we provide have equipped you for
success, and made times on the water more fulfilling, memorable, and fruitful! Our
desire to share success and opportunity wraps around the globe, and I would like to
raise the curtain a bit and tell you about the whys that drive the team at Ascent Fly
Fishing both as a business and as individual sojourners on this planet.
In 2014, as the demand for our
flies and biologist-crafted fly
selections eclipsed my abilities to
tie, we opened our first factory
in Kenya (located about 2 hours
south of the Orvis factory). As
our business grew, what started
as 6 tyers quickly grew to 8, and
then 15, and today we employ 38
full-time tyers who make their sole
income working for Ascent Fly
Fishing. Using the same top-quality hair and hackles as sourced from the US, our
employers have been tying flies on average between 10-30 years and I would argue
are among the best trained in the world.

All of our fly tyers have been through my entomology and matching the hatch
training, and have preserved samples of the insects from our waters in front of them
when they tie. We spent the month of November personally training our tyers on
the latest fly tying techniques, and
even taught them each how to cast
a fly rod so they too could taste the
joy and excitement of fly fishing.
In a country with roughly 70%
unemployment and generational
cycles of poverty, success for Ascent Fly Fishing cannot be defined
without sharing our growth with
our fly tyers. Unique in the fly

fishing industry that only pays tyers per piece,
we pay a competitive wage and give our tyers
3% of the purchase price of the flies they tie.
Shared with no strings attached, these funds are
sending kids to college, feeding families, and
providing better housing. At the beginning of
2019 we were able to set up interest free microloans coving healthcare, allowing our tyers and
their families to draw from these funds to cover
medical emergencies and pay them off over time
as they tie flies. In a country void of opportunity, our small fly shop and factory is supporting
more than just 38 fly tyers, but a growing community of more than 274 dependents.
Why I fish and run Ascent Fly Fishing is
about so much more than catching fish. It is
about family, about sharing opportunity, and
about community so that the fly fishing communities both here and in Kenya can look into
the future with hope and anticipation of good
days to come.

FLY OF THE MONTH • MANHATTAN MIDGE • SIZE: 18

I

f you are looking for a go-to midge
emerger with a proven record of fooling even the most selective trout, look no
further than the Manhattan Midge! A true
tailwater and spring creek killer, the Manhattan Midge has just the right amount
of bling to pull in even the most reluctant
fish with its mercury beadhead, thin wire
rib, and small tufted wing. When the bite
is slow during your next trip to the river,
tie on a Manhattan Midge and we promise
you won’t regret it!
Color: Black | Dry/Wet: Wet | Fly Category: Generalist Pattern | Family: Midges
& Chironomids | Species: N/A | Life Stage: Emerger, Pupa

